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Introduction
One of the most prevalent and most common symp-
toms in multiple sclerosis (MS) is fatigue1 affecting 
approximately 70%–90% of patients as one of the 
most disabling symptoms in MS.2,3 Chaudhuri and 
Behan4 distinguish between physical fatigue, as the 
inability to sustain a specified work rate during exer-
cise, and cognitive fatigue, as a failure of physical and 
mental tasks that require self-motivation and internal 
cues in the absence of motor weakness. They suggest 
that the cause of cognitive fatigue can be found in a 
failure of the non-motor functions of the basal ganglia 
(BG). Both forms of fatigue can be separated into an 
effort-independent general subjective sensation of 

fatigue, and fatigability as an effort-dependent change 
in performance.5

Functional imaging work on different fatigue types6 
provided at least in part conflicting results. Some found 
a correlation between fatigue and brain atrophy or 
lesion load.7 Others described a relationship with white 
matter lesions in cortical and subcortical areas8,9 or no 
association between fatigue and lesion load, lesion dis-
tribution, lesion location, or brain atrophy at all.8,10

Recent work4 proposed a close link between cognitive 
fatigue in MS and non-motor dysfunctions of the BG 
due to a neurotransmitter imbalance. Consequently, 
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fatigue was suggested to arise from a dysfunction of 
the cortico-striatal network between prefrontal corti-
cal (PFC) areas and the BG.11 This network also com-
prises the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) that is also 
involved in the control of attention as part of a more 
distributed network.12,13 Similar to the abovemen-
tioned taxonomy of fatigue and fatigability, Genova 
et al.10 proposed to divide fatigue into two compo-
nents: “trait” fatigue, referring to the experience of 
fatigue across a long period of time, which is not 
likely to change significantly over time, and “state” 
fatigue, which is referred to as a transient dynamic 
condition fluctuating based on internal and external 
factors. The authors employed functional magnetic 
resonance imaging (fMRI) in conjunction with a cog-
nitive fatigue-inducing task-switching paradigm and 
structural measures in MS patients to investigate 
“state” and “trait” fatigue, respectively. They found 
higher activity in the caudate nucleus when compared 
to healthy controls, but no differences in gray matter 
(GM) volume or lesion load. While there were no dif-
ferences in task performance (accuracy and reaction 
times (RTs)) between patients and controls, the sub-
jective ratings of fatigue as well as activity in associ-
ated neural networks were higher in patients.10 The 
authors interpreted this discrepancy as supporting the 
notion that neuropsychological tests do not necessar-
ily offer the most sensitive measure for fatigue. 
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in conjunction with 
fatigue scores3 revealed a reduced fractional anisot-
ropy (FA) within the anterior internal capsule that is 
connected to the caudate and thalamus supporting the 
idea of an important role of the striatal-thalamic-fron-
tal system in fatigue.10

Recent studies provided strong evidence that the per-
formance in alertness and vigilance tasks is more cor-
related with the subjective feeling of fatigue in MS 
patients, than other cognitive domains. This was 
observed following a period of roughly 15 minutes 
performing a monotonous task, arguing for a depletion 
of attentional resources.14 The neuroanatomical corre-
lates include areas of the brainstem, midbrain, and 
thalamus, as well as fronto-parietal regions and the 
ACC. So far, functional imaging was mostly focused 
on motor fatigue and only few studies investigated 
cognitive fatigue.14 The aim of this study was to inves-
tigate the neural correlates of effort-dependent and 
effort-independent fatigue in MS patients and healthy 
controls. Effort-independent components correspond 
to previous definitions of “trait” fatigue, while the 
effort-dependent components correspond to “state” 
fatigue. Effort-independent fatigue correlates were 
assessed using the difference of activity in patients at 
the beginning of a cognitive task (N-back) that 

correlated with subjective evaluations of cognitive 
fatigue. It was assumed that the effects of effort-
dependent fatigue would be minimal at the beginning 
of the task. Effort-dependent fatigue correlates were 
assessed as the difference between the end and the 
beginning of the task. Behavioral and fatigue meas-
ures were performed before and after an N-back task. 
Neural correlates of effort-independent fatigue were 
expected to be reflected by alterations of hemody-
namic activity in cortical and subcortical network sub-
serving cognitive and motor control. In contrast, 
effort-dependent fatigue correlates were expected in 
cortical executive systems, such as the associative 
visual cortex, which is more involved in the process-
ing of the task itself.

Materials and methods

Participants
A total of 40 right-handed patients (31 female, aged 
27–61) with definitive MS and normal or corrected-to-
normal vision (acuity >0.4) participated in the study. We 
included patients with MS irrespective of their fatigue 
in order to be able to perform correlative analyses. Gait 
and manual functions were assessed by means of the 
clinical reports. Exclusion criteria for the patient group 
were psychiatric or neurological diseases other than MS 
or any contraindications for the magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI). Age- and gender-matched control 
group of 22 healthy controls (15 female, aged 21–56) 
was recruited. The characteristics of both groups are 
shown in Table 1. All participants gave informed writ-
ten consent and the study was approved by the local eth-
ics committee (University of Konstanz, Germany).

Behavioral measurements
Patients completed the Fatigue Scale of Motor and 
Cognition (FSMC)15 questionnaire, as well as the 
Becks Depression Inventory (BDI)16 on the day of the 
experiment. Participants performed in the alertness 
task from the Test-battery of Attentional Performance 
(TAP),17 a simple visual reaction task shown to be 
sensitive to cognitive fatigue18–20 before and after the 
MRI measurement.

MRI. A 3T Siemens Skyra (Siemens, Erlangen) MR 
scanner with a standard 32-channel head coil was 
used for imaging:

Structural MRI. A T1-whole-brain-scan: 176 slices, 
voxel resolution: 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm, repetition 
time (TR) = 2.7 seconds, echo time (TE) = 7.21 ms, 
no gap.
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Functional MRI. Six functional MRI of 4.53-minute 
sessions with echo planar imaging (EPI) sequences 

were acquired: 36 slices per volume, voxel resolution: 
2 mm × 2 mm × 3 mm, interleaved slice order: field of 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the patient and control cohorts.

Patients (N = 40) Controls (N = 22)

Gender (M/F) 9/31 (22.5%/77.5%) 7/15 (32%/68%)

Age in years

 Mean (SD) 46.75 (±7.53) 41.73 (±12.52)

 Range 27–61 21–56

Formal education in years 11.5 (±1.7) 12.1 (±1.4)

EDSS N/A

 Overall mean (SD) 3.5 (±1.5)  

 0–1.5 2 (5%)  

 2–4 31 (77.5%)  

 4.5–6 4 (10%)  

 ≥6.5 3 (7.5%)  

Disease duration in years

 Mean (SD) 14.1 (±8.8) N/A

 1–5 years 10 (25%)  

 6–10 years 14 (35%)  

 11–15 years 7 (17.5%)  

 >15 years 9 (22.5%)  

Type of MS N/A

 Relapsing-remitting (RRMS) 25 (62.5%)  

 Secondary progressive (SPMS) 13 (32.5%)  

 Primary progressive (PPMS) 2 (5%)  

Depression (BDI) N/A

 Overall mean (SD) 10 (±6.0)  

 Minimal (0–9) 23 (57.5%)  

 Mild (10–19) 12 (30%)  

 Moderate (20–29) 5 (12.5%)  

 Severe (≥30) 0 (0%)  

Fatigue Scale for Motor and Cognition (FSMC) N/A

 Overall mean (SD) 70 (±16.7)  

 No fatigue (20–42) 3 (7.5%)  

 Mild fatigue (43–52) 1 (2.5%)  

 Moderate fatigue (53–62) 5 (12.5%)  

 Severe fatigue (≥63) 31 (77.5%)  

Gait functiona N/A

 Not impaired 32 (80%)  

 Moderately impaired 5 (12.5%)  

 Severely impaired 2 (5%)  

 Missing data 1 (2.5%)  

Manual functiona N/A

 Not impaired 36 (90%)  

 Moderately impaired 3 (7.5%)  

 Severely impaired 0 (0%)  
 Missing data 1 (2.5%)  

SD: standard deviation; EDSS: Expanded Disability Status Scale; MS: multiple sclerosis; BDI: Becks Depression Inventory; FSMC: 
Fatigue Scale of Motor and Cognition.
aData gathered post hoc from medical files.
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vision (FOV) = 192 mm, flip angle = 80°, TR = 2.5 
seconds, TE = 30 ms while participants performed in 
the N-back task.

N-back task. Visual stimuli were displayed at the 
center of a screen as white color letters on a gray 
background (Presentation® 16.4, www.neurobs.com). 
The screen was viewed via a mirror above the head 
coil. The size of the letters was 2.4° (h) × 2.4° (w) of 
visual angle.

The N-back task had two difficulty levels (N − 1 and 
N − 2 back). Each session consisted of 8 randomized 
task blocks (33 seconds each, 4× N − 1 back and 4× N 
− 2 back) containing a cue phase, displayed for 3 sec-
onds, indicating the task (N − 1 or N − 2) to be com-
pleted, followed by 15 successive letter stimuli. 
Letters from A to L (excluding the letter “I” due to the 
similarity with “J”) were presented for 500 ms each, 
with an inter stimulus interval (ISI) randomly distrib-
uted between 1 and 7 seconds following a gamma dis-
tribution to enhance the efficiency for event-related 
fMRI.21 Participants performed a speeded button-
press with the right index finger when the presented 
letter was identical to the previously shown (N − 1 
back) or to the letter presented two trials before (N − 2 
back). Each task block contained four to five targets 
without immediate letter repetition in N − 2 back 
blocks. N − 2 back targets were absent in N − 1 back 
blocks to avoid confusion (see Figure 1). The experi-
ment was performed in six sessions of 4.53 minutes 
each. For each task, RTs were calculated only from 
correct responses and were averaged per session. The 
first two and the last two sessions were combined to 
produce values for the beginning (beg) and end. 
Similarly, the hit ratio (HR) was calculated by divid-
ing the number of hits by the number of targets for 
each task and each session. HRs were then also com-
bined for the first two (begin) and last two (end) 
sessions.

Participants rated their momentary fatigue using a 
visual analog scale (VAS) from 1 to 10 before and 
after each session in the MRI, where (1) indicated 
extreme fatigue. VAS scores were initially recorded 
before and after each session resulting in seven 
scores, however, for the statistical analysis, only the 
baseline score and the final score following the last 
session were used for analysis, yielding two time 
points.

Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 
Statistics software (Version 22.0, IBM Corp., Armonk, 

NY). First, data were tested for normal distribution. 
Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed on 
the RTs of the TAP and those obtained during the 
N-back task as well as on the subjective fatigue scores 
obtained using the VAS. Non-normally distributed data 
were analyzed using non-parametric tests (Wilcoxon 
test for within-group and Kruskal–Wallis test for 
between-group comparisons). Bonferroni correction 
was applied when needed. Correlations were calcu-
lated using Pearson’s R for parametric and Spearman’s 
Rho for non-parametric data.

MRI. MRI data were analyzed using statistical para-
metric mapping software (SPM8, http://www.fil.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/software). All scans were resliced, 
realigned, normalized, and smoothed using a Gauss-
ian isotropic kernel with a full-width at half-minimum 
(FWHM) of 8 mm. After high-pass filtering (1/128 
seconds), movement parameters (six dimensions) 
from realignment were included as covariates into the 
model. A flexible factorial design with three factors 
(subjects, group, and condition) was employed for 
second-level analysis. No threshold was entered for 
the creation of the model, and the significance thresh-
olds of the various contrasts are mentioned in the 
results. Sphericity assumption violations were not 
assumed. All contrasts were calculated using t-tests.

The dynamic changes during the course of the experi-
ment were explored by contrasting trials with correct 
responses from the first two sessions of the N − 2 back 
task with those of the last two sessions of the N − 2 
back task across groups. Small volume correction 
(SVC) was applied in areas known to sub-serve atten-
tion and working memory using anatomical maps 
(anatomy toolbox version 2.2b of SPM8). These areas 
included the cingulated cortex (including the anterior 
cingulated cortex), lingual and fusiform gyrus, cuneus 
and precuneus, superior parietal lobule (SPL), as well 
as structures of the BG.12 To further investigate effort-
independent effects within the patient group in rela-
tion to fatigue, we performed multiple regression 
analyses with the FSMC and FSMC-cognitive domain 
values as covariates.

Results

Fatigue measures
Correlations. The FSMC score and the scores of its 
subscales, motor (FSMC-mot) and cognitive (FSMC-
cog) fatigue, were highly correlated (FSMC-mot: r = 
0.93, p < 0.000; FSMC-cog: r = 0.93, p < 0.000). 
Similarly, FSMC-mot and FSMC-cog were also cor-
related (r = 0.73, p < 0.000). Notably, the FSMC 
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scored correlated with the BDI scores (r = 0.57, p < 
0.000). The FSMC scores and the subjective fatigue 
(VAS) scores neither correlated with the TAP RTs nor 
with RTs or HRs in the N-back tasks.

Behavioral measures
TAP alertness. In the alertness task, the patients 
responded slower and with greater variance than con-
trols, who reacted with a mean RT of 240.4 ms (±34.9 
ms) before and 241.6 ms (±35.4 ms) following the 
N-back task in the scanner, while patients performed 
with a mean RT of 284.2 ms (±79.8 ms) before and 
312.3 ms (±80.5 ms) after the N-back task in the scan-
ner. RTs were analyzed using a 2 × 2 ANOVA with the 
factors group and time point. The results indicated a 

main effect of group (F(1, 60) = 12.731, p = 0.001) in 
the absence of an interaction between the factors (F(1, 
60) = 2.662, p = 0.108). The factor time point, how-
ever, showed a trend toward significance (F(1, 60) = 
3.165, p = 0.08). This trend was analyzed using a 
repeated-measures ANOVA (rANOVA) with the fac-
tor TAP time point (T1 and T2). Results showed a sig-
nificant increase in RTs in the patient group (F(1, 39) 
= 5.53, p < 0.05), but not in the control group (F(1, 
21) = 0.08, p = 0.78).

Fatigue measurements. A rANOVA with the factors 
group and time point revealed a main effect for each 
factor (group (F(1, 60) = 6.54, p = 0.013); time point 
(F(1, 60) = 44, p < 0.000)) and a group by time point 
interaction (F(1, 60) = 5.924, p = 0.018) (see Figure 2). 

Figure 1. Study design: (a) patients completed the Fatigue Scale of Motor and Cognition (FSMC) and Beck Depression 
Inventory (BDI) questionnaires, (b) all participants completed the Test-battery of Attentional Performance (TAP) 
alertness task, (c) structural scans, and (d) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans while performing N-back 
tasks; in the N − 2 task, letter stimuli were presented successively following an instruction as to which task was to be 
performed. Subjects were requested to press a button if the letter currently shown matched the letter shown two before it. 
In this example, the second presentation of the letter “A” required a response. Before and after each session, participants 
were requested to rate their cognitive fatigue on a Visual Analog Scale (VAS). (e) Second session TAP alertness test.
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The interaction was due to the fact that patients 
reported significantly greater subjective feelings of 
fatigue than controls at the end of the experiment 
(F(1, 60) = 10.91, p = 0.002) indicating effort-related 
fatigue. The groups did not differ in their baseline 
evaluation of subjective fatigue.

N-back task performance
Accuracy. In general, patients achieved a mean 

HR of 0.92 (±0.08) and 0.79 (±0.14) for the N − 1 
and N − 2 task, respectively, while controls achieved a 
mean HR of 0.96 (±0.02) and 0.87 (±0.11) for the N − 
1 and N − 2 task, respectively. The HRs for each task 
at the beginning and at the end of the N-back tasks are 
shown in Table 2.

As the HRs for the N − 1 task were non-normally dis-
tributed, non-parametric tests were used for the analy-
ses. Controls performed with a higher accuracy in the 
N − 1 (χ2(1) = 10.68, p < 0.01) and the N − 2 task 
(χ2(1) = 7.53, p < 0.01). Both groups exhibited a prac-
tice effect in the N − 2 task (controls: Z = 3.323, p < 
0.000, n = 22; patients: Z = 3.441, p < 0.000, n = 40), 
while patients dropped in accuracy in the N − 1 task 
(Z = −1.984, p < 0.05, n = 40).

RT. The RTs of the patients were over all higher 
than those of controls (see Table 2). The RT data 

were normally distributed and were submitted to an 
ANOVA with the factors group (patients and con-
trols), task (N − 1 back and N − 2 back), and time point 
(begin and end). Main effects were observed for the 
factors group (F(1, 1) = 42.68, p < 0.001), task (F(1, 
1) = 68.76, p < 0.001), and a strong trend for the factor 
time point (F(1, 1) = 3.84, p = 0.051). A significant 
interaction was found between the factors task and 
time point (F(1, 1) = 5.30, p < 0.05) that was caused 
by a practice effect in the N − 2 task (rANOVA: con-
trols: F(1, 21) = 13.52, p = 0.001; patients: F(1, 39) = 
13.77, p = 0.001). No significant effects were found 
for the N − 1 task RTs.

Functional MRI
Group differences. To investigate group differences, 
the hemodynamic activity elicited by the N − 1 back 
and the N − 2 back tasks was each contrasted between 
controls and patients, revealing a decrease in activity 
within the left fusiform gyrus in the patient group 
compared to the control group for the N − 1 task. 
However, increased activations for the patient group 
in the left motor and somatosensory areas, as well as 
the left supramarginal gyrus were also observed (Fig-
ure 3(a)). For the N − 2 task, increased activity in 
patients was also observed in the same motor regions 
as above, with the addition of increased activity in the 
right supplementary motor area (SMA), the right 
supramarginal gyrus and the right insular lobe. 
Furthermore, reduced activity in the left caudate 
nucleus was evident for the N − 2 task in the patient 
group (Figure 3(b)).

Effort-dependent changes of brain activity. To com-
pare the neural activations at the beginning of the 
experiment with activations toward the end of the 
experiment, data from the first two sessions were con-
trasted versus those from the last two sessions during 
the more difficult N − 2 task since behavioral and 
hemodynamic differences were more pronounced. 
This contrast revealed activity decreases in the left 
anterior insula, bilateral fusiform gyri, left precuneus, 
left SPL, right SMA, right middle cingulated cortex, 
right caudate, right pallidum, right putamen, and right 
amygdala in the patient group (Figure 4(a)).

Effort-independent fatigue-related brain activity 
changes. Patients’ N − 2 data of the first two sessions 
(in which effort-related changes are if at all rather small) 
were analyzed using a one sample t-test with covariate 
of interest of the FSMC-cognition scale scores and 
revealed activity in the bilateral ACC, the right middle 
cingulum cortex, and left paracentral lobule to posi-
tively correlate with the fatigue scores (Figure 4(b)).

Figure 2. Mean visual analog scale (VAS) scores of 
fatigue for patients (in red) and controls (in blue) for the 
first measurement (VAS begin) and the final measurement 
(VAS end). Low values indicate high fatigue. Also 
indicated are the significant differences in both between 
and within groups.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.005; ***p < 0.001.
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Depression and related brain activity. Patients’ 
N − 2 data of the first two sessions were ana-
lyzed as a function of the BDI scores. The areas 
which showed correlating neural activity much  

resembled those correlating with fatigue. These 
were the right precentral gyrus, the left anterior and 
right middle cingulate cortex, as well as the right  
frontal gyrus.

Table 2. Average reaction times (RTs) and standard deviations, as well as median hit ratios (HRs) and range for the first 
two (begin) and the last two (end) sessions for the N − 1 back and N − 2 back task for controls and patients, as well as 
results from between group comparisons.

Patients (N = 40) Controls (N = 22) Between group comparisona p-Value

Task: N − 1

 Reaction times (ms) Mean (SD)  

  Begin 619.93 (±119.19) 535.18 (±99.84) F(1, 60) = 8.01 0.006

  End 636.95 (±104.27) 529.5 (±71.84) F(1, 60) = 18.47 0.000

 Hit ratios (hits/misses) Median (range)  

  Begin 0.97 (0.53–1.0) 1.0 (0.79–1.0) χ2 = 3.56 0.059

  End 0.97 (0.42–1.0) 1.0 (0.85–1.0) χ2 = 10.95 0.001

Task: N − 2

 Reaction times (ms) Mean (SD)  

  Begin 789.6 (±117.45) 710.00 (±126.70) F(1, 60) = 6.17 0.016

  End 720.5 (±131.07) 609.09 (±116.09) F(1, 60) = 11.09 0.001

 Hit ratios (hits/misses) Median (range)  

  Begin 0.79 (0.22–1.0) 0.86 (0.36–1.0) χ2 = 3.62 0.057
  End 0.89 (0.38–1.0) 0.95 (0.51–1.0) χ2 = 4.88 0.027

SD: standard deviation; ANOVA: analysis of variance; RT: reaction time; HR: hit ratio.
aANOVA was employed for reaction time, Kruskal Wallis tests for hit ratios.

Figure 3. (a) Group differences for the N − 1 task*: greater activations in red/yellow in motor areas and left 
supramarginal gyrus in patients compared to controls for the N − 1 task, less activation in patients (blue) compared to 
controls in the left fusiform gyrus. (b) Group differences for the N − 2 task*: greater activations in red/yellow in motor 
areas and right insula in patients compared to controls for the N − 2 task, less activation in patients (blue) compared to 
controls in the left caudate nucleus and right middle frontal gyrus (rMFG).
The numbers below the images indicate the axial, coronal, and sagittal coordinates in MNI space, respectively. *Please refer to section 
“Materials and methods.”
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Discussion
This study combined behavioral and fMRI measures 
to investigate the neural correlates of fatigue in 
patients with MS and found a generally lower perfor-
mance level in patients compared to controls, further 
decreasing in specific tasks as a function of task 
length in patients but not in controls. In parallel, sub-
jective assessments of fatigue showed a higher self-
perceived fatigue increasing with task length in 
patients compared to controls.

Performing the task in the scanner prolonged the TAP 
RTs in patients but not in controls, possibly indicat-
ing an effort-dependent decrease of patient’s alert-
ness level, however, a significant interaction effect 
was not observed in the statistical analysis. The 
behavioral data of the N-back task showed that 
patients’ RTs were generally slower than those of 
controls. Controls performed faster and more accu-
rate in the N − 1 task, and in the N − 2 task both 
groups improved. There was a difference between 
patients and controls in performance and alertness 
already before performing in the N-back task, pre-
sumably reflecting the limited neural resources or 
cognitive fatigue in MS.22 Performance differences 
in patients but not in controls at the end versus begin-
ning of the N − 1 task were observed in the N-back 
task itself and insinuated in the alertness task per-
formed thereafter possibly reflecting fatigue. All 
other behavioral measures showed a practice effect 

due to successive measurements. The subjective 
fatigue (VAS) also increased after the task exclu-
sively in patients. In short, the behavioral data clearly 
indicate a baseline difference in alertness, an effort-
dependent performance change, and increase of sub-
jective fatigue in patients and to a significantly lesser 
degree in controls.

Consistent with previous studies,23 the N-back task 
elicited activity in areas involved in attention and 
working memory. Activity in motor and somatosen-
sory areas, the right supramarginal gyrus, and right 
insula, particularly for the more difficult N − 2 back 
task, was higher in patients than in controls. 
Importantly, the left fusiform gyrus and the left cau-
date nucleus showed less activity in patients. The 
activity increase in the motor- and somatosensory-
related areas in MS patients likely reflects higher 
activity requirements for the same motor action (e.g. 
pressing the response key) due to cortical and white 
matter damage.10,24,25 The insular cortex is involved in 
both interoceptive awareness and homeostasis, is pro-
posed to be a key region for sustaining and redirecting 
attention, and is part of the salience network.26,27 The 
insula is required for verbal working memory, specifi-
cally for short-term memory of letters and selective 
attention.28 It is a junction point between selective 
attention and arousal systems and the BG recruited 
during complex cognitive tasks.29 The present findings 
add to the evidence that patients with MS display 

Figure 4. (a) Effort-dependent correlates: decrease in activation (displayed in blue) in the patient group as opposed to 
the control group at the end of the experiment versus at the beginning.* (b) Effort-independent correlates: activation (in 
yellow) within the bilateral anterior cingulum cortex (ACC) and left paracentral lobule.*
*All activations displayed are small volume corrected (SVC). The numbers below the images indicate the axial, coronal, and sagittal 
coordinates in MNI space, respectively.
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altered patterns of neural activity during tasks placing 
demands on information processing, memory, and sus-
tained attention,30 and provide strong support for the 
fatigue model proposed by Chaudhuri and Behan,4,31 
who propose an involvement of the non-motor func-
tions of the BG in the occurrence of fatigue in MS.

We observed different neural correlates associated 
with effort-independent and effort-dependent perfor-
mance changes. The effort-independent changes were 
analyzed in dependence of the fatigue scores (FSMC-
cognitive subscale). Only fMRI data from the first 
two sessions were included to minimize the influence 
of effort-dependent fatigue. High fatigue scores were 
associated with higher activity in the ACC (see Figure 
4(b)), a region involved in cognitive functions, includ-
ing error detection, performance monitoring, response 
selection, and attention control.32 It plays a role dur-
ing the maintenance of goal-directed behavior, work-
ing memory, and inhibition and acts top-down on 
subconscious automatic information processing  
during cognitively challenging conditions involving 
conflict.33,34 It has previously been proposed that the 
ACC might be overactive in patients with cognitive 
fatigue11 and MS.35 The current results support the 
idea of a close relationship between ACC activity and 
effort-independent fatigue in MS patients. The right 
middle cingulum also showed increased activity with 
higher fatigue scores. This area is involved in cogni-
tive control, and its microstructure predicts perfor-
mance breakdown in several neurodegenerative 
diseases.36 Another region that showed increased 
activity with higher fatigue scores was the left para-
central lobule, a region involved in sensory-motor 
processing as well as in the regulation of physiologic 
functions such as micturition, which are also often 
disturbed in MS.37 Similar regions were, however, 
also found to correlate with the depression scores 
attained from the BDI. These included the right pre-
central gyrus, the left anterior and right middle cingu-
late cortex, as well as the right frontal gyrus. Since 
effort-independent fatigue and depression share many 
symptoms,38,39 they might also share some neural cor-
relates, which would be in line with findings in the 
literature.40

The effort-independent fatigue of MS patients most 
likely corresponds to what has been termed the 
“trait”8–10 or general fatigue component.5 Extending 
previous findings suggesting a striatal-thalamic-fron-
tal cortical system to underlie the trait component of 
fatigue, this study adds frontal attention control and 
sensory-motor regions to the previously suggested 
network, thereby proving strong support to the model 
proposed by Chaudhuri and Behan.4,31

The second fatigue-related component refers to the 
effort-dependent dynamic change of fatigue in MS 
patients, which has been termed “state fatigue” or “fat-
igability.”5,8,10 Consistently, the behavioral data indi-
cated that this component was predominantly present 
in MS patients. Its neural correlates were reflected by 
activity decreases in the right SMA, the left anterior 
insula, the bilateral fusiform gyri, left precuneus, left 
SPL, right middle cingular cortex, right caudate 
nucleus, pallidum, putamen, and amygdala observed 
particularly in the more challenging N − 2 back task-
condition. The anterior insula and the cingulum are 
part of the saliency network that plays an important 
role in task-level control and focal attention,41 which 
are core components of the task of this study. The pari-
etal areas and the fusiform gyri are all heavily involved 
in visual attention and working memory.12 The palli-
dum and the putamen are also involved in attentional 
orienting,42 while the amygdala was shown to influ-
ence attention.43 In sum, the subjective increase of 
fatigue, paralleled by the RT increase in the alertness 
task, was associated with a drop of hemodynamic 
activity in attention-related networks in MS patients 
suggesting that dynamic reductions of activity in sali-
ence and attention-related networks underlie the state 
or fatigability component of fatigue in MS.
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